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A bstruct 
Katoh, N., An e-approximation scheme for combinatorial optimization problems with mmimum 
variance criterion, Discrete Applied Mathematics 35 (1992) 13 1- 14 1. 
Suppose that we are given a finite set E, a family of feasible subsets of E and a real cost associated 
with each element in E. This paper considers the problem of finding a feasible subset such that 
the variance of the costs of elements in the subset is minimum among all feasib!e subsets. We con- 
sider the case in which the number of elements in a feasible subset is a constant, i.e., it does not 
depend on the choice of the subset. This paper first exhibits a parametric haracterization of an 
optimal solution of the above minimum variance problem. Based on this characterization, it is 
shown that if one can solve in polynomial time the problem of finding a feasible subset hat 
minimizes the sum of costs in the subset, it is possible to construct a fully polynomial time approx- 
imation scheme for the above minimum variance problem. 
1. Introduction 
The recent paper by Martello et al. [ 131 considered the following problem which 
they call a “balanced optimization problem’ ’ . Suppose that we are given a finite set 
E, a family ZF of “feasible subsets” of E and a real cost c(e) associated with every 
e E E. The balanced optimization problem is then ciescribed as follows: 
BALANCE: minimizes Es d(S)=max{c(e)-c(e’) 1 e,ekS}. 
In other words, this problem tries to make the difference in value between the largest 
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and smallest costs used as small a~ possible. [13] showed that if we can efficiently 
answer the feasibility question, then we can efficiently solve problem BALAXX. 
[I31 also gave real-life examples in which balanced optimizations arise. 
We may alternatively consider the variance for another measure of the imbaiance 
among costs used. The vMunce among costs in S( ES) is defined by 
var(S)- ]S( ee.$ A- E ( c(e)-1 c 0) 
2 
ISI eeS 
ce , 
The minimum variance problem is then described as follows: 
Pa: mjnimize{var(S) 1  ES’). :3) 
We consider in what follows the class of P satisiyjng the foliowing three 
assumptions. 
(Al) There exists a positive in*::- : p such that 
IS\ =p for a_!\ SE.9 !4) 
holds and that p depends only on lE(. We assume that p is a positive integer with 
pr2. 
(A2) B is given in concise form, i.e., all feasible subsets are not listed in advance 
but they are described through an oracle which says, within polynomial time in IEI$ 
whether any given subset of E contains an SE yt or not, and the input length needed 
for specifying this oracle is polynomial in IE\. We call this oracle the f2asi&ilify 
oracle and the time required to call the oracle is denoted by f(!E!). 
(A3) For any given subset E’ of E and any given real numbers c’(e), ec E’, we 
can produce, in polynomial time in [El, S’ES with S’C E’ such that S’ is optimal 
to the following minimum cost problem: 
minimize c c’(e) jSE@, S 5 E’ . 
@ES 1 
If there is no 9~6 with SEE’, it returns the answer that there is no feasible subset 
in I?’ C:nna th:c #bed :c A....a rL..e.taL *La Ch~n%:I:~s~ a.w.A.. .L., ,:a, “AA..:-.._4 ,r rxl.m 
1.1 L, . ~,iIb.~ l,l‘J LW1L 35 U”llF LlDl uugrt I Ilh asai#,vr.wy VI UGlC) &IIF cIIIlc rcyurrcu LU JUBVC 
(5), which is demoed by r(lE(), saMies ~(jEl)rf(lE(). 
The aim of this paper is to propose afully polynomial time approximation scheme 
(FPAS) for thz abave minimum variance problem P under the above three assump- 
tions. If 4 is t)ie set of bases in a matroid, it follow? directly from the result by 
Hassin and Tamir [5] that the minimum variance problem can be solved in 
polynomial time if we assume (A2). However, to the author’s knowledge, it is noa 
known whether the minimum variance problem P has a polynomial time algorithm 
fx other classes of 6. This is the motivation of our work. 
The technique we use to develop an FPAS for P satisfying (Al)-(A3) is the 
parametric characterization forthe quasiconcave program deqreloped by Sniedovich 
[15,16] and Ka:oh and Ibaraki [li]. 
The pjarametric characterization f P states that an optimal solution of she 
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parametric prob ‘em P(L) defined below provides an optimal solution ZG P, if an ap- 
r. .lpriate A is cho;en. 
P(A): minimize C {c(e))2-1 C c(e) SE@ , 
1 eeS eeS I I 
(6) 
Whei< A is a real, parameter. Thus, solving P is reduced to finding a A = I* with 
which an opiimal solution to P(I*) is also optimal to P. Similar characterization 
has also been reported (e.g., Kataoka [9], Ishii et al. [7], Ichimori et al. [fj], and 
Katoh and Ibaraki [ 101 di,rcuss ome types of stochastic programs, Kawai and Katoh 
1121 dkusses a type of markovian decision process, Dinkelbach [3] and Jagan- 
nathan la] d*< cuss the Fractional program, and Chandrasekaran, Aneja and Nair [2] 
,.o j Has&o and Tamir [5] studv problems concerning spanning trees and matroids). 
2% characterization, however, does not tell how to find such ,I*. The straightfor- 
ward approach to fmd i * is to compute optimal solutions of P(d) over the entire 
range of X. However, though P(A) for a fixed I can be solved in polynomial time 
by as3;ilmpt30n (A3), the number of such solutions (denoted by IV) is not 
polynomi 2, bounded in most cases, e.g., see Carstensen [l]. One of the exceptions 
is that 9 is !he 3::: of bases in a matroid. For this case, based on the parametric 
characterization, fS] showed a polynomial time algorithm. 
On the other hand, for example, if 9 is one of the sets of perfect matchings in 
a bipartite graph, perfect matchings in an undirected graph, or spanning trees in a 
directed graph, $r satisfies (Al)-(A3). However, for the first case, it is known that 
Ncannot be bounded by a polynomial in /El (see 111). For the second case, Ncannot 
be bounded by a polynomial in [El either, because the underlying combinatorial 
structure is more general than the first case. In addition, for the third case, N is not 
known to be polynomially bounded. 
Therefore, in general, polynomial time algorithms for P seem to be difficult to 
develop. Thus we then focus on approximation schemes in this paper, though the 
complexity issue of the minimum variance problem P has not yet been resolved ex- 
cept that 9is the set of bases in a matroid. A solution is said to be an &-upproximafe 
solution if its relative error is bounded above by E. An approximate scheme is an 
algorithm containing E > 0 as a parameter such that, for any given 6, it can provide 
an &-approximation solution. If it runs in polynomial in both input size and 118, 
the scheme is called a jMy polynomial time approximation scheme (FPAS) (4,141. 
An FPAS for P based on the parametric characterization is obtained by 
systematically generating a polynomial number of L’s among which there exists a 
A such that an optimal solution of P(A) is an &-approximate solution. 
An FPAS for sirnmlar p.ablems has been proposed by Katoh and Ibaralcl 1111 
whose method is also tried on the parametric haracterization, although the scheme 
of generating a set of candidate l’s is different from that proposed in this paper. 
[ 1 l] characterizes the class of problems for which their method becomes ITAS. 
However, our problem P does not belong to this class (especially the condition (A3 
given in Section 5 of [I I] does not hold for P). 
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the properties necessary to 
develop an FPAS for P satisfying (Al)-(A3). Section 3 explains the outline of the 
FPAS. Section 4 describes the FPAS and analyzes the running time. 
2. Basic properties necessary for developing FPAS for P 
Let S* and S(1) be optimal to P and P(A) respectively. First note that for any 
SES, 
=& C 
eeS 
W12-j$( C c@l)2 
eeS 
=-&c(c)1 -s ( c de))’ (by (4)). 
eES 
(7) 
Letting 
f,(S)=e~s (c(e)12, h(S) = & o(e), 
we have 
var(S) = $ 
[ 
OS) - f Ui(s>)z 
I 
’ 
Since the function h(u,,~2) defined as 
m&)=-j- 1 (u, -3u,Y) 
is concave on the (q,u2)-plane, we can obtain the fallowing theorem by applying 
the theorems developed by [11,15,16] (see [I 1,15,16] for the details of the proof). 
Theorem 2.1. Let 1* be defined by 
A*=2 C c(e)/p. 
eES* 
(8) 
Then S(A*) is optimal to P. 
Lemma 2.2 1131. Problem BALANCE can be solved in Olm-JOE])) time, where 
m denotes the number of all the distinct values in (c(e) ) ef E ). 
Now we shall state the relationship between the objective values of BALANCE 
and P. 
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Lemma 2.3. For any SE& we have 
c-4 
where d(S) denotes the objective value of problem BALAIXE fiw S E $7 
Proof. Let p = IS(. For the sake of simplicity, let cI, c2, . . . , cp with cl I c2 5 l 9. 5 c,, 
be the sorted list of (c(e) 1 eE S}. Then d(S) =cP - cl follows. It is easy to see that 
var(S) = 2 1 pf’ f (Cj_Ci)2 
P i=l j=itl 
(10) 
holds. By (c+ - cils cp - c,( = d(S)) with 1 s i, jrp, the second inequality of (9) im- 
mediately fOllOWS. Let c’= (Cy=, Ci)/p. Since 
l( =- c 
2P 
p-c*12, (11) 
the first inequality of (9) follows from (11) (the inequality of (11) follows since z = 
(cr + cp)/2 minimizes (c, - 2)2 + (cp - z)~). Cl 
Let So be optimal to BALANCE. 
Lemma 2.4. 
holds. 
Proof. Since d(S”) I d(S*) holds by the optimality of So, the first inequality of (12) 
follows from the first inequality of (9). Since var(S*)svar(S”) holds by the 
optimality of S *, the second inequality of (12) follows from the second in- 
equality of (9). q 
3. The outline of FPAS for iD 
First note that if d(S”) = 0, it is obvious that var(S”) = 0 and hence So is optimal 
to P. By assumption (A2) and Lemma 2.2, So can be found in polynomial time. As 
a result, P can be solved in polynomial time if d(S”) =O. Therefore assume 
d(S “) > 0 in the following discussion. 
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In order to obtain an FPAS for P, we construct m - l( I IEI) subproblems 
P,,P,, .**, P,,,_ 1 of P so that for some I with 11/r m - 1, an optimal solution of P, 
is optimal to P. Let 
Vl<V2<“‘<V,~, (13) 
be the sorted list of all the distinct values in (c(e) 1 eE E}. To define P,, let, for any 
integers I, u satisfying 15 I< u sm, 
E(i,u)=(eeE 1 vpc(e)rv,,}. (14) 
For each I with 1 I II m - 1, define uI by 
P, is defined as follows. 
P,: minimize{var(S) 1 SE& S c E(I, u,)). 
Note that if uf does not exist for some I, P, is not defined. 
Lemma 3.1. For any optimal solution S* to P, there exists 
such that 
holds. 
S*c_ E(I*, u,*) 
Proof. Let S* denote any optimal solution to P. Let 
C fax = max c(e) and 
CES* 
Czin = min c(e). 
eES* 
Suppose first that 
d(S *) = Cz,, - Czin > l/p--1. d(S “) 
is satisfied. By the first inequality of (9), 
$- (d(S*)j2Svar(S*) 
holds. Then it follows that 
(16) 
I* with lsl*rm-1 
(17, 
var(S *) 5 $ {d(S”))’ (by the second inequality of (12)) 
<P-l 
2p- -j$ {W*))2 (by (18)) 
(18) 
(19) 
=& (d(S*)}* 
5 var(S *) (by (19)). 
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This is a contradiction. Thus d(S*) 5 fp l d(S”) holds. Let I* satisfy o,* = Cain. 
Since d(S”)>O and d(S*)rd(S”) imply d(S*)>O, czax> uI* follows. By c& - 
czinIfs* d(S”) as shown above, u,* exists. cz& v,,, clearly holds by defini- 
tion of u,. Therefore (17) follows. q 
Notice that I* cannot be known in advance. Therefore we consider the following 
parametric problem P,(A) associated with each P, for which u, exists. 
P,(A): minimize 
I 
c .c(e)’ - iz c c(e) 1 S c.9, S c E(1, uI) 
eES’ eES I 
. (21) 
By assumption (A3), P,(A) can be solved in polynomial time for a given 1. Let S,(I) 
be optimal to P. 
Lemma 3.2. For any optimal solution S* of P, let I* satisfy (17). Then 
2v,&jl*Itv,,, 
holds for rZ* defined in (8). 
(22) 
Proof. Since v,* 5 c(e) 5 v,,, holds for each e E S* by definition of v,*, (22) im- 
mediately follows from (8). q 
We shall describe how we can find an &-approximate solution of P. First, for each 
1 with 1~ 11 m - 1 such that u, exists, it generates a polynomial number of A’s over 
the interval [2v,, 2v,,] so that if I= I*, there exists a il among those generated such 
that S,*(A) is an e-approximate solution of PI*, i.e., such S,*(A) is an e-approximate 
solution of P from Lemma 3.1. The scheme of generating A’s over the interval 
[2v,, 2v,,] is defined as follows. Let 
6 
2e 
E 
/- 
T. d(S”), 
K= r2(vU,- v,)~dl, 
Ao=2v,, AK’ 2vu,, 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
A =A +k(lK-IO) 
k- 0 K 
, k=l,..., K-l, (26) 
where [al denotes the smallest integer not less than a. 
Lemma 3.3. Let Ao, A ,, . . . , AK be those defined chove for I= I*, and let &* satisfy 
Then S&&) is an &-approximate solution of P. 
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Proof. By Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1, there exist I* with 1 I 1 *I.W - 1 and A* 
with 20,&A *52v,,, such that &(A*) is optimal to P. By (23)-(2.6), there exists k 
with O<ksK such that 
OS&-A.*56 (28) 
holds. Since var(SI*(~k))lvar(S/*(~k*)) holds by (27), it is sufficient to show that 
&+(A,) is an &-approximate solution. Define ~5’ by 
6’sA+*(G). (29) 
For the sake of simplicity, let 
& = C (c(e)}2, iz = C c(e), 
eE SAAk) efzSp(At) 
zf = C (c(e)}2, z,*= 1 c(e). 
ec S&l*) e E SAA *) 
Since S,&) is optimal to PI*(&), we have 
ZAt -A&%1*-A& (30) 
Then it follows that 
1 
var(S,&)) = ; l il 
1 
- p2. (22 I2 (by (7)) 
1 A*+& +-. A”+& 1 I-. 
P P 
g+-’ 
P 
22 ---$ G2J2 
(by (29) and (30)) 
1 A?+6 =-. 
P 
+-. 1 g-2 z^2 
2 1 
P P ( 
-$A*+&) 
> 
+ $I*+sf)2 
1 A”+& 1 <-. 
-P 
+-. 
P 
z;+ p*+ry 
1 2 -E-e +-. 
-P P2 
(~~2-‘.~~+L.(Z:~2+~.Z:+~.(SI)I 
P P P 
22; 
by A*=- from (8) 
P > 
= var&(A *)) + -$Y)2 (by (7)) 
5 var(S& *))( = var(S *)) + $ 2 (by (29)). (31) 
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Therefore by var(S& *)) = var(S*), we have 
var(S&k)) - var(S *) 6 2 
var(S *) 5 4 var(S *) (by (31)) 
pad2 
s 2(d(S”)j2 
(by the first inequality of (12)) 
=e (by (23)). 
This implies that S,&) is an e-approximate solution. @ 
4. The description of FPAS for P 
Based on the results given in the preceding section, we shall describe FPAS for 
P and then analyze its running time. 
Procedure MVP 
Input: The ground set E, a family g of feasible subsets (which are implicitly given 
through an oracle explained in (A2)), a positive integer p of (4)9 real costs c(e), e E E, 
and a positive number e. 
Output: An e-approximate solution for P. 
Step 1. Solve problem BALANCE and let d(S “) be the optimal objective value. 
If d(S “) = 0, output So as an optimal solution of P and halt. 
Step 2. Compute ol, u2, . . . , o, with u1 c v2c l -= CV, which are all the distinct 
values of c(e), e E E. 
Step 3. For each I = 1,2, .. . , m - 1, do the following. 
(i) Compute uI by (15) and the set E(1, u,) by (14), if uI exists. If uI does not ex 
ist, return to the beginning of Step 3. 
(ii) Compute 6, K, 10J1, . . . . AK by (23)-(26). 
(iii) For each k=O, 1, . . . . K, solve PI(&). 
(iv) Among solutions obtained in (iii), let S;” be the one minimizing var(S). 
Step 4. Find SG such that 
var(SE) = min{ var(S,*) 1 15 15 m - 1, uI exists}. 
Output SG as an e-approximate solution of P. 
Theorem 4.1. Procedure MVP is an FPAS for the minimum variance problem P. 
Its running time is 
O(lEl f(lEl) + IE12+p PI 4Elm- 
Proof. The correctness of MVP follows from the discussion given in Section 3. The 
running time is analyzed as follows. Since solving BALANCE requires O(mf( I El)) 
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time by Lemma 2.2, Step 1 requires O(mf( IEI)) time. Step _’ .,,Jires O(IEi log 1Ei) 
time to sort {c(e) 1 eE E). For each I, Step 3(i) requires 0( IEI) time since uI can be 
computed in O(log m) time from (14) and (15) by applying the binary search over 
(1+1,1+2, . . . . m}, and the set E(1, u,) can be computed in 0( IEi) time. Step 3(ii) is 
evaluated as follows. Since u,, - 0~5 fg l d(S “) by (15), 
K I qv,, - v,)/d + 1 
= 21/p(p - 1)/2& + 1 = O(p/fi). (32) 
Hence K can be computed in O(log K) = O(log(p/fi)) time by applying the binary 
search over the interval (0,2ipm + I]. Notice here from (25) and (26) that we 
need not explicitly compute 6 but only K in order to compute &, . . . , AK. Thus 
A0 , . . . , AK are computed in O(K) = O(p/fi) time. Since solving P&) for each k re- 
quires O(r( I El)) time by assumption (A3), Step 3(iii) requires O(p n ~‘(1 El)@) time. 
Step 3(iv) requires O(K) = O(p/fi) time. Since 
O(m) times, Step 3 requires 
O(m IEI +mp/fi+mp- ~(lEl)/fi) 
=O(m IEI +P IEl WWfi) 
=O(IE12+~ IEi r(lEIVJ;k) (by 
Step 4 requires O(m) = O() El) time. Therefore, 
MVP is 
the loop of Step 3(i)-(iv) is repeated 
m s IEI). 
the total time required for Procedure 
Wm.f(lEi)+ IEI log Pi + IEI’+P Pi WWfi+ 14) 
=O(iEif(iEi)+ IE12+p iEi T(iEl)/fi)- q 
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